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Layers and Layer Masks in Photoshop 
 

 

To start – some prints by way of example. 
 

A Few Basics 
 
Layers – are basically a stack of images which can include any or all of:- 

 A copy of the background (bottom) layer 

 A new imported image 

 Part of an image 

 A solid colour, including black and white 

 Empty (a blank layer) 

 Adjustment layers 
 
Layers can be: 

 Switched on and off 

 Faded by reducing opacity 

 Blended in various ways (blend modes) 

 Deleted (drag to wpb) 

 Changed regarding order by dragging above or below adjacent layers 

 Worked on individually by selecting 
 
Layer Masks – allow parts of a layer to be hidden – white reveals, black conceals 
 
Adjustment Layers – by default include a layer mask. Adjustment layers should always be 
used for common adjustments (levels, curves, hue/saturation etc.) as they allow infinite 
modification with no degradation of the original file. 
 
Linking – links an adjustment layer to the layer below (otherwise it affects every layer 
below it). Press and hold alt key and hover over junction of layers 
 
Note for Photoshop Elements – PSE up to version 8 has layers, including adjustment 
layers with masks, but no layer masks per se. These were introduced for versions 9 and 10. 
There is a work round for earlier versions which is:- 
  

 Create an adjustment layer (any) 

 Drag below the image layer 

 Group image with adjustment layer (control G with image layer selected) 
 
Paining on the mask will now affect the image layer 
 
 
 
 



Things you can do using layers and layer masks 
 
1 – Edit Image with Adjustment Layers 

 Create as required. More than one is OK 

 Paint black on mask to reduce the effect selectively, or use B/W gradient 

 Reduce opacity to control overall effect 

 Use ‘Luminosity’ blend mode to avoid any colour changes (for curves and 
levels) 

 
2 – Selective adjustments 

 Select part of image to be adjusted and apply a feather 

 Create an adjustment layer – a layer mask will be applied as required. 

 Make adjustments. They will affect only the selected part of the image 

 Repeat as necessary for other parts of the image 
 
3 – Darkening Skies (or other parts of image) 

 Duplicate the background (Control J or drag over layer icon) 

 Create a levels adjustment layer 

 Link with copy layer (alt/hover) 

 Apply a layer mask to the copy layer 

 Darken the copy layer using the adjustment layer 

 Select the layer mask and apply a B/W gradient to reveal the lighter 
background layer as required 

 A separate adjustment layer can be applied to the background layer for 
further control 

 
4 – Non-destructive Dodge and Burn 

 Create an empty layer above the background layer and fill with 50% grey 

 Select ‘Overlay’ blend mode 

 Paint with white to lighten and black to darken 

 Any mistakes – throw away and start again. Nothing is lost 
 
5 – Non-destructive Cloning 

 Create an empty layer above the background layer 

 Select clone tool and ‘all layers’ 

 Clone into the empty layer 

 Any errors either erase or throw entire layer away and start again. Nothing is 
changed in the original file until the image is flattened 

 
6 – Selective Sharpening 

 Duplicate the background layer 

 Sharpen the copy layer 

 Apply a layer mask to the copy layer and fill with black to hide the copy layer 
and reveal the unsharpened background layer 

 Paint layer mask with white to reveal bits where sharpening is desired (e.g., 
hair and eyebrows but not skin areas) 

 



7 - Hand Painting 

 Desaturate the background layer 

 Create an empty layer above the background layer 

 Use ‘Overlay’ or ‘Colour’ blend mode, or for a more pastel effect try ‘Soft 
Light’ blend mode 

 Select brush and colour. Paint on the empty layer 
      Works best with a graphics pad but can be done with a mouse 
 
8 – Colour Wash Effect 

 Duplicate the background 

 Apply ‘Find Edges’ filter to the copy layer 

 Reduce opacity, or use ‘Darken’ blend mode 

 If desired, duplicate background layer again and apply ‘Gaussian Blur’ to 
produce the effect of a colour wash on a line drawing. 

 
9 – Irene Froy Treatment for pastel glow 

 Duplicate the background layer 

 Apply ‘Gaussian Blur’ to copy layer 

 Reduce opacity, or use ‘Multiply’ blend mode and adjustment layer to lighten 
overall tones 

 Create top empty layer and fill with white. Use ‘Soft Light’ blend mode. Adjust 
opacity to suit. 

 
10 – Montages – Insertion of Figure(s) 

 Edit background image 

 Open image with desired figure (or other) to insert. Ensure direction of light is 
same as background image, or close 

 Make rough selection of figure 

 Copy and paste, or drag and drop, the selection into background layer 

 Place roughly 

 Create layer mask and isolate figure by painting mask with black 

 Resize to suit (edit>transform>scale and hold shift key to keep proportions 
constant) 

 Inspect closely at high magnification. Adjust mask if necessary 

 When satisfied all OK, position as required and apply layer mask 

 Then, make a shadow. Start by duplicating the figure layer 

 Lock transparency and fill with black 

 Unlock transparency and apply a little Gaussian Blur 

 Drag black shadow layer below figure and reduce opacity to suit 

 Apply distort (edi>.transform>distort) to bend shadow into correct shape for 
direction of light 

 For even greater realism, have two shadow layers, blur one and keep the 
other sharp. Apply layer mask and B/W gradient so that shadow is sharp 
nearest the figure and more diffuse further away.  

 
General Note – when all is finished it is good practice to save with all layers intact so that 
further mods can be made if, e.g., a print is not quite right. When completely happy, flatten 
image and save as final result. 


